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All of my brothers and sisters have fur, and we live in a place called PetSmart—well, at 

least it feels like we do. If you’re looking for me on a Saturday between the hours of 11 a.m. and 

6 p.m., chances are this is where I’ll be. Despite what many customers think, I’m not an 

employee; I’m a volunteer. I've watched others come and go once they reach enough 

community service hours, but I've been with Furgotten Friends Dog Rescue for four years. 

Although working with dogs all day may seem like a dream job, it’s not always easy. It involves 

a great amount of work, but I’ve realized that nothing is more worthwhile than finding forever 

homes for these dogs and advocating for their welfare in the process. 

 

 My job description is complex. Of course I walk the dogs and fill up water bowls, but 

there’s quite a bit of heavy lifting too. I carry the crates and pens and take the canopies up and 

down each week. I’ve learned how to get one dog out of a cage of five without letting the other 

four escape, how to walk the big dogs without them walking me, and how to use bungee cords 

in ways you’d never imagine. During the events, I care for the dogs, tend to their needs, ensure 

their safety, and play with them. I strive to give them love and show them a world unlike they’ve 

ever seen, a world where people have kind hearts that overflow with love. 

 

 Volunteering with dogs, however, also involves dealing with humans. Telling people 

about the dogs and the adoption process isn’t so tough, and neither is training volunteers or 

doing meet-and-greets (as long as the dogs properly sniff each other beforehand). Instead, the 

hardest part is that people can be ignorant. They shoot nasty looks and mutter under their 

breaths when they hear our adoption fees. They don’t understand that we run solely on 

donations and that this is cheap for fully vetted, altered, and microchipped dogs. Otherwise, 

some demand purebreds and don’t understand that they are supporting poor breeding when 

they shop instead of adopt. Others will tell me that the dogs are beautiful, but it’s a shame that 

they’re all spayed and neutered because now they can’t be bred or sent to puppy mills. I must 

educate these people on the importance of adopting and saving a life rather than going to a 

breeder who disregards animal rights and ethics. I’ve seen the consequences firsthand of 

people not altering their dogs because it’s rescues like us that end up with all of the mothers 

and puppies. It’s hard for people to comprehend these issues, but I must do my best to help 

them understand. 

 

All of this work, however, pales in comparison to the heartbreak. How do I tell people 

these dogs were unwanted? These puppies were left in a dumpster; this litter came from a 

Walmart parking lot; this one was matted and you could see his bones; these two were chained 

to a fence and left to starve. The list of animal abuse goes on. As small as our rescue is though, 

we do everything we can to speak out against this violence and rehabilitate and rehome as 

many abused dogs as we can. I work to welcome these dogs into our pack and tell people their 

stories so they can be aware of these cruelties and speak out against animal abuse whenever 

they have the chance. 



Beyond advocating for animal welfare, I do everything I can to help find the dogs their 

perfect homes. I inform the people about their backgrounds and let them meet the dogs. I take 

photos that show off their personalities to post on our social media page for potential adopters 

to see. I update our organization’s websites with adoptable dogs and adoption events in hopes 

of drawing the public to adopt. 

 

I’ve been able to bring many of my friends in to help volunteer and further promote our 

causes too. As a member of National Honor Society at my school, I’ve helped connect 

Furgotten Friends to our club by participating in service events. Each year now, we make tug 

toys and kennel mats to donate to the rescue. Additionally, my mom and I make our own dog 

toys to sell at events and raise money to support Furgotten Friends and keep the organization 

running. 

 

Over the years, there have been hundreds of dogs that have shaped my life. My role 

volunteering has made me a better worker, leader, and innovator, but the dogs have made me a 

better person. They make my worries disappear and keep me on my toes. They teach me not to 

judge or discriminate and to forget about differences. They’ve been through more than most 

humans have, and they know the importance of love. They are the most deserving companions, 

and it’s my job to return the favor by doing everything in my power to find them the level of love 

they’ve shown me and the homes they’re worthy of. 

 

When I go home at the end of each day, I have dirt etched in the lines of my hands, 

scratches on my legs, scars on my arms, and tears in my eyes because it’s one more week 

each of these dogs won’t have a home. I’ve worn holes in my shoes and they’ve worn holes in 

my heart, but there’s nothing in the world I wouldn’t do for my furry brothers and sisters. 

 



 
 

 


